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Pressure-induced tricritical point in the. ferroelectric phase transition of KHzPO4
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Measurement of the net polarization charge of two KH, PO4 crystals as a function of temperature, applied
electric field, and hydrostatic pressure indicates the existence of a tricritical point in the (2.3+0.3)-kbar

pressure range. This result is based upon static measurements of the polarization response to applied dc field

in a 0.5-Kneighborhood of the ferroelectric transition at pressures of 0, 1, 2, 2.4, and 3 kbar. Unlike 'He-

He mixtures and some metamagnets, for KH2PO4 the field which gives rise to the "wing" structure of the

tricritical point is experimentally available. For each of the five pressures the paraelectric region is well

described by the Landau equation of state, E = Ao(T-To)P+ BP'+ CP', to within 0,05 K of the

transition temperature. The exponent 8 derived from our data at 3 kbar is in the crossover region between

the critical value of 3 and the tricritical value of 5 predicted by Landau theory. At 2,4 kbar our derived

value of 8 is consistent with the tricritical value of 5. Analysis of the data along lines of constant

polarization, which are here called "isopols, " indicates that the transition is first order at 0 and 1 kbar with

the critical field decreasing from 183+60 V/cm at 0 kbar to 43+13 V/cm at 1 kbar. At 3 kbar the B
coeAicient is positive which indicates a second-order transition. This observation of a change in the order of
the transition is supported by a change in the behavior of the isothermal dielectric susceptibility which has a
maximum for E g 0 at 0.5 kbar and at E = 0 at 3 kbar.

L INTRODUCTION

A tricritical point was defined by Griffiths' as a
point where three lines of critical points meet in a
space of thermodynamic fields. For 'He-'He mix-
tures, the magnetic transition in FeCi, and the
structural transition in NH, Cl, one of the critical
lines borders a first-order coexistence surface in
a plane formed by two experimentally realizable
fields. The other two critical lines border first-
order surfaces which appear as symmetric
"wings" to the first plane, but the ordering field

necessary to examine the wing structur e is not ex-
perimentally available. For example, in the anti-
ferromagnetic case a staggered magnetic field
with opposite direction on each sublattice would

have to be applied. '
In the experimentally accessible zero-ordering-

field plane .the tricritical point is identified as the
point where a first-order coexistence line (act-
ually a line of triple points) changes to a second-
order line. This latter possibility was discussed
much earlier by Landau' who, argued that a second-
order coexistence line separating two phases of
different symmetry can not end in a point. Rather,
he proposed that a second-order phase boundary
could terminate by changing continuously into a
first- order line. Landau's phenomenological de-
scription is based upon the expansion of the free
energy as a Taylor polynomial in the order param-
eter. In the case most often discussed the free
energy has the form

P = pA, (7'- T,) P2+ gBP'+ ~CP'+ ~~DP'+ ~ ~ ~, (l)

where T is the temperature and P is the order
parameter. If terms of order P' and greater are
positive definite then the order of the transition
described by Eq. (l) depends upon the sign of B,
being first order for B+0 and second order for
8& 0. If 8 changes smoothly from positive to neg-
ative as a function of some external parameter,
then a Landau tricritical point"' is realized at
B=P.

The present work was motivated by the conjec-
ture of Schmidt' that the ferroelectric crystal
KH, PO, (KDP) would exhibit a tricritical point with

experimentally accessible. wings in the space of
temperature, electric field, and hydrostatic pres-
sure. Since that time, Peercy' has shown that an-
other ferroeleetric, SbSI, has a tricritical. point
near 235 K and 1.40 kbar. In this paper we report
on static measurements of the polarization of two
KH, PO, single crystals which indicate that such a
tricritical point does exist. Thus far it has been
possible to describe the cr'ystal behavior in terms
of the Landau phenomenological description of a
tricritical. point.

In Sec. II we review recent work by others con-
cerning the order of KDP transition at ambient
pressure and the effect of hydrostatic pressure on

the transition temperature. Section III contains a
descriptiori of our experimental configuration.
Section IV is an introduction to the analysis of data
along lines of constant polarization which we call
"isopols. " In Sec. V we present isopol data and re-
sults for the best fit coefficients in the Landau ex-
pression for free energy. Section VI compares
measured critical exponents with predictions of
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Landau theory. Section VII summarizes our find-
ings and compares them with other recent results.

II. RECENT RELEVANT EXPERIMENTS

Prior to 1969 the ferroelectric transition in KDP
at ambient pressure was generally thought to be
second order. ' Recent results indicate that it is in
fact first order but quite close to being second
order. This opinion is now supported by a number
of experiments: Strukov et a3.' exploited KDP's
large electrocaloric effect and measured the temp-
erature change produced by the sudden application
of an electric field. Sidnenko and Gladkii' mea-
sured the polarization versus temperature of the
crystal in various electric fields. Vallade'. mea-
sured the temperature dependence of the polariz-
ation of KDP by optical birefringence. Okada and
Sugid and others have studied the KDP transition
extensively. They have reported on the tempera-
ture sweep rate dependence of the thermal hyster-
esis, "the difference between the adiabatic and is-
othermal dielectric constant, "and quasistatic
measurements of the polarization versus-applied
field at constant temperature. " Heese and others
have studied the transition in calorimetric" and
electrocaloric" experiments. The most recent re-
sults of all of these groups are in fair agreement
as to the coordinates of the critical point at the end
of the first-order line (200-300 V/cm) and the
fact that KDP obeys the phenomenological theory
of Landau to within at least 0.1 K of the transition
temperature.

There are, however, three experiments de- E..=&c e, +»or+ '. + (4)

scribed in the literature which yielded markedly
different results. The first of these is an x-ray
dilatometric study by Kobayashi et al."who found
a critical field of 8500 V/cm, much higher than
the critical fields of 200-300 V/cm found in the
experiments described above. Matsuda and Abe"
calculated the 8 coefficient in the Landau free en-
ergy from measurements of the third harmonic of
a 1-kHz ac electric field applied to the crystal.
Their value is two orders of magnitude larger (in
absolute value) than reported in the papers cited
earlier. Finally, Eberhard and Horn" studied the
thermal hysteresis of the transition at various ap-
plied fields and concluded E„=6500V/cm. There
is reason to believe" that this value should be re-
vised downward closer to 300 V/cm.

The latest published results of all of these work-
ers are displayed in Table I along with our prev-
ious results for two samples"'" and our presently
reported results for a third sampl. e. The para-
meters in Table I refer to the equation of state

E =Ao (T T,)P+BP-'+ CP'+DP'

which follows from differentiating the free energy
given in Eq. (1) with respect to P at constant temp-
erature and pressure. Here E is the electric field,
T is the temperature, and P is the polarization
which acts as the order parameter for the transi-
tion. Values for the coordinates of the critical
point at the termination of the first-order line
have been calculated using

T„—T, =A„/A.o = —(3BP,', + 5CP,'„+7DP6, )/A, , (3)

TABLE I. Recent published values of the parameters in the free energy F =
2 Ao(T- To) P + 4 BP

+6 CP + SDP and derived coordinates of the critical point at ambient pressure. '

Reference
A

(10 3 esu)
.8 C

(10 ' ' esu) (10 ' esu}

D
(10 27 esu) (V/cm)

T To

(K)

12
14
15
16
17

Our work
19 (Sample 1)
20 (Sample 2)

(Sample 3)

3.9
3.8 +O. l

3.8 + 0.1

3.9
3.9
4.2 + 0.1

(3.81)
(3.86)

(7.3)'

—1.9
-3.0
-0,5

-0.54
—1.85
—1.9
-0.44
—1 1'.9
—110
-2.2

+ 0.8
+ 0.3
+ 0.05
+ 0.2S
+ O. l

4.3 + 0.2 —2.35 + 0.4
4.0 + 0.2 -1.48+ 0.2
3.91 + 0.04 —1.26 + 0.05

6.3
6.5 + 1.1

0
0
3.3 + 0.5
5.4 +0.4
0

1 1.0
~ ~

0.6

0
0
3;8 + 0 4
2.85 + 0.10
0.87+ 0.5
0
2.96
0

0

S.91+ 1.5 0
31 +04 0
32 +01 0

120
370

87
]24
280
160
84

8500

0.07
0.16
0.036
0.046
0.1 1

0.07
0.05 5

1.50

6500 0.51

232+ 70 0.10 + 0.03
186 + 60 0.08 + 0.03
123 + 18 0.057 + 0.007

' Numbers in parentheses were obtained from a source other than the primary reference.
"Reference 18.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL

The preparation of the first crystal and results
obtained from it at ambient pressure have been de-
scribed previously. " The second KDP single cry-
stal was obtained from Cleveland Crystals, Inc."
and stored in a vial with Cas04 desiccant for 20

TABLE II. Summary of reports of the effect of pressure on

the ferroelectric transition temperatur'e of KH2PO&.

Reference
0/dp

(K/kbar) Method

22
23
24

Present work

-4.52 + 0.06
-5.6
-4.6 + 0.1

-4.54 + 0.05

Neutron scattering
Dielectric constant
Dielectric constant
Isopols

where P„is given by

P'„=(5C/21D) [(I—63BD/25C')' ' —I ],
Cu0, DwO,

5P'„=(B/-7D)' ' C=O, DIO,

P,'„= 3B/-10C, CIO, D=0.

There has been considerable discussion"""
concerning the proper form for the saturation func-
tion of the free energy, i.e. , which of the terms of
order greater than P' should be included in Eti. {2)
in order to give the "best" description of the large
polarization response of KDP. At present a quan-
tit'ative comparison of the results of various au-
thors is not possible. It wou]d be'particularly use-
ful if the method of orthogonal polynomials" were
applied to such polarization data so that statistic-
ally quantitative statements could be made regard-
ing the degree of fit of various f'orms for the sat-
uration function. In our experiment the reduction
of the residual sum of squares resulting from the
addition of a DP' term was not statistically signif-
icant. This was expected as polarization values
obtained in the paraelectric region were not large
enough to resolve higher-order terms.

The effect of hydrostatic pressure on the trans-
ition temperature of KDP has been studied using
neutron scattering by Vmebayashi eI, al." and in
dielectric experiments by Hegenbarth and Vllwer"
and by 5amara. " In these experiments the temp-'
erature resolution was not sufficient tq different-
iate between the Curie-Weiss temperature T, and

the actual transition temperature T„sowe com-
pare the above measurementS of dT, /dp with our
findings for dT, /dp in Table II. The value of
dT, /dp =4.54+0.05 K/kbar obtained in this work is
in agreement with those of Vmebayashi et al."and
Samara. "

months. Crystal dimensions were 1 && 1 x 0.2 cm'&

the large faces being perpendicular to the ferro-
electric e axis. Chrome-gold electrodes had been
evaporated onto the surface by the supplier. The
0.0025-in. diameter Solid Copperweld center wires
(copperplated steel wires) of Type A Ultraminia-
ture Coaxial Cable" were attached to the evapor-
ated electrode faces by means of silver paint" ap-
plied as small (-4 mm') dots on either side. Five
coats were used in an effort to increase the
strength of the bond as these lead wires were the
sole support for the crystal. Thus the only stress
on the unpressurized freely hanging crystal was
that caused by its own weight.

A corner. of the second crystal broke off during
apparatus disassembly after the end of the 3-kbar
run. The remaining work was carried out with a
third crystal of the same dimensions and suspend-
ed in the same way as the second crystal. This
crystal was obtained from Cleveland Crystals,
Inc."about two months before it began service as
a sample.

In order to check crystal quality the small signal
(0.05 V/cm) ac dielectric constant e was measured
at 1 kHz. From T~+ 0.3 K to T, a straight line was

i obtained for e ' vg 1' in accordance with the Curie-
Weiss law. The second crystal showed a slight de-
crease in e at 40 mK above T, , then the dielectric
constant rose to 360 000 after which it stayed con-
stant for at least 0.2 K below, T, . The third cry-
stal had a peak dielectric constant of 430000.

Conventional wisdom attributes the above behav-
ior to domain wall motion. Bornarel, Fouskova,
Guyon, and I ajzerowicz" showed that the dielec-
tric constant 12 K below T, could be reduced from
4.5 x 104 to 1.4 x 104 by reducing the size of the

applied ac fields from 2 V/cm to 0.5 V/cm. This
would seem to support the domain wall explanation.
In the course of this investigation ac fields as small
as 0.005 V/cm were used in a 0.3 K neighborhood
of T, with slight reduction in dielectric constant,
but no change in the temperature dependence. If
domain wall motion is responsible for, the high di-
electric constant in the ferroelectric region, the
walls are very mobi;le indeed immediately below

Tc'
The sample was suspended in a beryllium-cop-

per" pressure vessel (PV) surrounded by two con-
centric cylindrical cans with 0.25-in. diameter
high-pressure tubing acting as the central connect-
ing axis. A schematic drawing of the cryostat is
shown in Fig. 1. The region of the cryostat exter-
nal to the PV was evacuated to 10 ' Torr or better
and the entire assembly immersed in a dewar of
liquid nitrogen. The point where the pressure
tubing passes through the inner copper shield can,
marked C in Fig. 1, was held at a fixed (+ 0.1 K}
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Vacuum

FIQ. 1. Schematl, c dra%'lDg of crgostat Used to coDtro],
pressure vessel (PV) temperature, A copper-coD-
stRDtRD thermocoGple %'Rs located Rt C, RDd cRpRcl, tRDce
thermometers at A RDrJ B.

temp'erature about 3 K below. the PV temperature
by means of heater current controBed by a feed-
back amplifier using a, copper-constantan thermo-
coup1e located at point C as the temperature sen-
sor.

The temperature of the PV itself was regulated
using a commercial temperature controller" em-
ploying as the temperature sensor a glass-encap-'
sulated capacitor with strontium titanate dielec-
tric,"located at point A of Fig. 1. The tempera-
ture of the samp]. e was assumed to be the same as
that of a second capa, citor embedded in the closure
plug of the PV, point B in Fig. 1. Care was taken
to maxntam a constant temperature deference be-
tween the two seniors over the temperature inter-
vals studied. The temperature sensors were cali-
bx'ated 't'fI, 8'Etg against coppex'-constantan thermo-
couples using a I.eeds and Northrup K-5 Potentio-
metex and distilled water ice bath. In the temper-
atuxe x'ange studied the controller has a tempera-
ture resolution of +2 mK and the pressure-vessel
temperature can be held stable with this precision
fox arbitrary lengths of time.

The sample was pressurized with helium gas
using a diaphragm pump and intensifier. The pres-
sure was determined using a Cary-Foster32-type
%'heatstone bridge to measure the resistance of a

thermostated manganin cell. The resistance was
measured with an accuracy equivalent to i 50 psi
and the stability monitored with a precision of
gl psi. As Table II shows, the crystal transition
temperature changes as a function of pxessure.
In ordex to maintain the crystal transition temper-
ature constagt to z2 mK the pressure was main-
tained constant to within +0.5 bar by occasional
pumping to offset a leak from the manganin cell. 33

Such pumping disturbed the equilibrium of the crys-
tal and care was taken to allow the crystal to re-
turn to the steady state before resuming mea, sure-
m'ents. Modeling the pressure-system leaks as an
isentropic throttling process indicates that at the
maximum pressure leak rate (-1 bar/h at 3 kbar)
the flow work proceeded at a rate of -1 m%.
Since this amount of power is easily exchanged
between the pressurized helium gas and the pres-
sure tubing, the finite pxessure leak had negligible
cooling effect on the cxystal. The electrical sta-
bility of the pressure-measuring system was mon-
itored at a known pressure of 1 bar and found to
be equivalent to +0.7 bar over a period of three
day s.

Static electric fields were applied to the crystal
using a battery and resistive voltage divider. Pol-
arization charge was stored on an 8- pF polysty-
rene capacitor in series with the sample. The
resultant voltage was measured with a high-im-
pedance (10"0) electrometer. " The measure-
ment circuit had an RC time constant of 8&&10'

sec, resulting in a maximum leak rate of 1.1%/
day. Stx'a,y charge leakage was maintained below
this value by the use of TeQon insulation and care-
ful guax ding. Further experimental details may
be found elsewhere. "

IV. ISOPOI.S

There is a tradition in the literature of measur-
ing polarization (P) as a function of electric field
(E) along isotherms, or as a function of tempera-
ture (7') along isochamps. Most of the data to be
presented here is displayed as a function of T and
E along lines of constant polarization, i.e. , along
isopols. This approach appears to be new and thus
the following discussion is devoted to the interpre-
tation of such plots. This discussion is based upon
the Landau equation of state given in Eq. (2); how-
ever, many of the conclusions based on isopol
plots are independent of this equation of state. The
reader is cautioned not to equate the validity of
all conclusions with the validity of the I andau ex-
pansion which is used here merely as a vehicle
for introducing the isopol picture.

The equation of state [Eq. (2)] which follows
from the Landau free energy given in Eq. (1),when
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rewritten, indicates that the isopols are straight
lines in the T E-plane with slopes (A,P) ' and
E=O intercepts T, —(BP'+CP')/A, ; i.e.,

TABLE III. Possible mixed phase regions in Fig. 2. Phases

corresponding to absolutely stable minima of the free energy
are denoted S, states corresponding to relative minima are
denoted N. The polarization is "up" when parallel to the
applied E field.

In the limit of small P the E =0 intercepts tend
to To. If B is negative, when P increases the in-
tercepts rise above T, and then fall as P increases
further and the CP' term begins to dominate. For
B positive the intercepts simply fall farther and
farther belom T as P increa, ses. The case for
negative B is shown in Fig. 2.

The initial increase and subsequent decrease in
the T intercepts creates R region where isopols
intersect. The first-order line, ED in Fig. 2, lies
within the overlap region which is bounded by cau-
stics ACDB. Note that BCE is the extension of a,

line similar to BD in the negative E ha.lf plane not
shown in Fig. 2. The critical point D is at a, ver-
tex of the curvilinear triangle formed by the caus-
tics of intersecting isopols. Isopols are shown as
solid lines when they correspond to an absolute
minimum of the free energy. After crossing the
first-order line they a,re shown as dashed lines
and correspond to local minima, of the Landau free
energy.

If metastable sta, tes corresponding to local mini-
ma are actually manifested by the crystal, mixed

!,0

0.6
7~TO
To Tcf

o.e~

0.2

0

0.2 0,.4 0.6 0.8 I.O
E~Ecr

FIG. 2. Phase diagram for a first-order transition as
described by E =AD(T -To)P +BP + CP~. Triangle is
Curie point or triple point. Circle is the critical point.
Heavy solid lines indicate fir'st-order transitions. Light
solid and dashed lines correspond to isopols for stable
and metastable phases, respectively. Heavy dashed
lines outline limits of regions of metastability.

Region Paraelectric
Ferroelectric

C4

Ferroelectric
down

BDG
CDG
BGF
AFGC
ACE

phases exist in the regions of isopol overlap. De-
noting regions of polarization parallel to +E a,s
"up, " the mixed phase regions may be character-
ized as in Table III. We have shown elsewhere"
that when an experimental isopol crosses a line
such as CE in Fig. 2, it changes direction, head-
ing almost vertically downward. This is inter-
preted as resulting from the creation of mixed
phases in the form of ferroelectric domains with-
in the crystal.

In the Landau equation of state the order of the
transition is indicated by the sign of the coeffi-
cient 8, being negative for first order Rnd posi-
tive for second order. In an isopol plot this dif-
ference manifests itself as a convergence or non-
convergence of isopols, respectively. The deduc-
tion of the order of the transition from the behav-.
ior of isopols is, however, independent of the
Landau equation of state. . This may be seen by
considering an isotherm drawn through an isopol
plot just above T (see Fig. 2). If the isopols con~
verge toward an E 40 point, then the isotherm
mill encounter a large change in polarization for a
small ch'ange in field near the point of converg-
ence, i.e. , the dielectric susceptibility mill be
high. A dielectric susceptibility higher- at E &0
thRn Rt E =0 lndlcRtes Rn E 40 crltlcRl point, Rnd

thus a first-order transition at E =0 is implied.
On the other hand, if the isopols do not converge
except for E =0 then the dielectric susceptibility
is never higher than at E = 0, and a second-order
transition at E = 0 is indicated.

The advantage of displaying data in isopol plots
rather than as electric field dependence of the di-
electric susceptibility is the numerical conveni-
ence and graphical clarity afforded by fitting,
straight lines. In addition, deviation from the
simple Landau picture becomes obvious when the
actual crystal isopols deviate from the high-temp-
erature extrapolations.

Two methods were used for extracting Landau
parameters from isopol data. The first method
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begins with calculation of a least-squares straight-
line fit to paraelectric isopols. From these, A, is
obtained from the slopes of the isopols using

0. 4

~, = (sZ/sT), /P 0.3

An approximate value of T, is found from a plot
of the extrapolated T(E =0) intercepts versus P'
for the three smallest isopols. This plot is a
straight line and should extrapolate to To. The
parameters B and C are then deduced from the
intercept and slope respectively of a graph of
-A, (T —To)/P' vs P .

, In practice To is then var-
ied a small amount (within the experimental error)
to produce the best straight line on this graph. In
this latter procedure, points from the higher-po-
larization isopols are heavily weighted owing to
the large scatter produced on this type of graph
by the low-polarization isopols for which T- T,
is quite small.

The second method begins with calculation of the
average temperature (T,.) and average field (E,.)
for the data points for each isopol. The A„.for
the various isopols are then calculated as des-
cribed above, and their weighted average A, is ob-
tained. The Landau equation of state predicts that

(T,)= r, + (F,)/.A,P, P',If/A, —.P—',.C/. ~, (8)

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

for the isopol corresponding to polarization I',
These equations for the various isopols are solved
simultaneously for the values of T„B,and C
which give the best fit to the measured (T,.), taking
the differences in the standard deviations of the

(T,) into account with appropriate weighting fact-
ors. Mathematical details of this method appear
elsewhere. "

The first calculational method was used for the
first two crystals, and the second method for the
third crystal. Both methods were used for the
3-kbar data for the second crystal and the ambi-
ent-pressure data for the third crystal, and the
results agreed within experimental error.

0.2
T-T(),

K

0. 1

x 10 esu

1

750 1000
-0. 1—

0 250 500
E, V/cm

FIG. 3. Isopols at 0 kbar. Solid lines are generated
from Landau equation of state, E =AD(T —To)P +BP3
+ CP5, for best-fit parameters. Intersection of extra-
polated isopols indicates a first-order transition.

0.4

0.5

0.2

T-To,

K

0. 1

all three pressures. Crossing of extrapolated
isopols in Fig. 3 indicates the first-order nature
of the transition graphically. Based upon the best-
fit Landau parameters, the ambient-pressure
critical field of 186 + 60 V/cm is reduced to 44 + 13
V/cm by 1 kbar of hydrostatic pressure. At 3

Isopol data for sample 2 at pressures of 0, 1,
and 3 kbar are presented in Figs. 3-5. Each data
point was taken as close to equilibrium as possi-
ble. Finite pressure leaks necessarily led to fin-
ite polarization drift. The largest leak rate was
1 bar/h at 3 kbar which is equivalent (see Table
II) to a temperature drift of 5 mK/h. At "equil-
ibrium" the polarization drift rate was less than
2%/h in all cases. Tables IV-VI summarize the
best fit Landau parameters. The data can be fit
satisfactorily with these Landau parameters at

-O. 1

250 500
E, V/cm

750 1000

FIG. 4. Isopols at j. kbar. Solid lines are generated
from Landau equation of state, E =AD(T —To)P +BP
+ CP~, for best-fit parameters. Intersection of extra-
polated isopols indicates a first-order transition.
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0.4

0.3

0.2
T TO'

K

0. 1

-0. 1 500 1000 1500 2000
E, V/cm

FIG. 5. Isopols at 3 kbar. . Solid lines are generated .

from Landau -equation of state,
~ E+Ao(T -7.'0)P

+BP3+ CP, for best-fit parameters. Extrapolated iso-
pols do not cross, which indicates a second-order
transition.

kbar the transition appears to be second order,
that is, the extrapolated intercepts all fall below

TQ ~

This conclusion regarding the change of the order
of the transition is supported by a change in the
behavior of the isothermal dielectric constant as
deduced from the slope of P vs E traces taken for
sample 2 at constant temperature and pressure,
and at electric field sweep rates of 240 V/cm h.
At 0.5 kbar the maximum dielectric constant oc-
curred at 300 V/cm while at 3 kbar the dielectric
constant was highest. at E = 0. Landau parameters
and critical fields deduced from such plots are in

general. agreement with those extracted from iso-
pol data, but the values appear to depend upon the
electric field sweep rate. Nonetheless, we con-
sider the difference in shape, as shown in Fig. 6,
to be highly significant. (See Ref. 12 for details
concerning this technique. )

Additional isopol data were obtained with sample
3 at pressures of 0, 2, and 2.4 kbar. Graphs of
these isopo]s are not shown here, but the fit to
the Landau parameters is as good as for the sam-
ple 2 data shown in Figs. 3-5. The best fit Lan-
dau parameters for the sample 3 isopols are given
in Tables VII-IX. Table IX shows an apparently
sy'stematic decrease in A, from run to run for the
three runs having total duration of six weeks. Such
systematic. decrease could be caused by increase
of effective contact area, but there was no visual
evidence of defective contacts after the runs, so
the origin of this systematic variation is unknown.
The best fit Landau parameters Ap B and C re-
ported previously"" for samples 1 and 2 and re-
ported now" for sample 3 are presented in Table
X. The B and C values are not dependent upon the
values assigned to A„and were determined by the
methods described in Sec. IV. The results for B
as function of pressure p are shown in Fig. 7
for all three samples. A least-squares linear fit"
to all seven points yields B =0 at 2.18 kbar, while
linear fits to the sample 2 and sample 3 points
give 1.94 and 3.02 kbar, respectively. If a quad-
ratic term is included, the corresponding pres-
sures are 2.36, 2.11, and 2.42 kbar. Based on
these results we consider the tricritical pressure
to be 2.3 +0.3 kbar.

VI. CRlTICAL EXPONENTS

From the isopol plots in Figs. 3-5 we have seen
that KH, PO4 obeys Landau theory in the regions of

TABLE IV. Data for Sample No. 2 at 0.0016 kbar. Here and in Tables V IX 6 = [(Ap Ap) t(n 1)]~,
where n is the number of values of Ap. Confidence intervals are tabulated here and in Tables V and VI
because the standard errors do not accurately indicate the uncertainties in the Ap values for the small N
values in these tables.

P
(103 esu)

Ap

N (10 3 esu)

Standard
error

(10 3 esu)

95%
confidence

interval

T Tp

(mK)

Standard
error

(mK)

95%
confidence

interval

0.621
1.194
2.388
3.582
4.776
5.97
7.167

7
8
6
5

4
16
9

3.91
3.90
4.07
4.21
3.95
3.52
4.09

0.05
0.047
0.06
0.029
0.071
0.144
0.375

0.13'

0.12-
0.17
0.09
0.31
0.31
0.89

9.8
4,9

27.2
47.3
41.9
21.0

—12.5

3.0
2.8
2.8
0.9
7.7
4.3
6.7

7.7
6.9
7.8
2.7

22.8
9.1

15.8

Ap = 4.01 6 = 0.13 0.19
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TABLE V. Data for sample No. 2 at 1.00 kbar.

P
(103 esu) N

Ao
{10' esu)

Standard
error

(10 3 esu)

95%
confidence

interval

T- To
(mK)

Standard
error

(mK)

95%
confidence

interval

Decreasing temperature
1.00 12
2.00 10
3.00 6
4.00

3.62
3.61
3.81
3.80

0.062
0.081
0.15
0.14

0.14
0.19
0.42
0.60

2.7
7.6

21.4'

232

4.2
5.5
6.7
4.5

9.4
12.7
18.6
19.4

Increasing temperature
1.00 8 3.62
2.00 6 3.56
3.00 6 3.74
4.i)0 6 3.60
5.00 9 3.52
6.00 8 3.56
7.167 Not calculated

Ao = 3.64

0.084
0.114
0.12
0.05
0.064
0.165

6 = 0.1 1

0..21
0.32
0.33
0.14
0.15
0.16

assuming Ao

0.08

3.1

7.6
20.5
15.6
2.7

-43.7
—147.5

3.6
45
4.5
2.0
2.2
1.8
NA

8.8
12.5
12.5
5.6
5.2
4.3
NA

p-T-E space in which we made measurements. To
determine which of our data points fall in the crit-
ica,l region and which in the tricritical region we
examine the behavior of the critical exponents
mhich can be derived from our data, .

The exponents P, y, and ~ are a.ssociated with
dielectric properties. However, we cannot deter-
mine P from our macroscopic dielectric measure-
ments because it depends on the value of P in the
stable phase near first-order transition surfaces
in p-T-E space, and near such surfaces our re-
sults correspond to an average of P over the crys-
tal, part of which is in the stable pha, se and pa, rt
in metastable phases, as discussed in Sec. IV.

We now examine predictions of Landau theory for
the critical exponents y and & based on expansion
of the free energy E in terms of the order para-
meter, P —P„Wetruncat. e E in Eq. (1) after the

P' term. To locate the critical lines we evaluate
the derivatives

BF/9P=E =P(A+BP + CP'),

O'E/e P' = (g,)
' =A+ 3BP'+ 5CP',

8'F/BP' = 2P(3B + 10CP ),

s'E/s P' = 8(B+ 1OCP'),

(9)

and note that the conditions that the susceptibility
be infinite at critical points and positive every-
where require that at critical points Es/ P's= s'E/
SP'=0 and &'E/SP'~ 0. These conditions give a
central critical point at E„=P„=A„=Oif B&0,
and give wing critical points at E„=8CP'„/3,P„
=+( 3B/10C)' ', A-„=9B'/20C if B&0. Both the
central and wing critical points found by this pro-
cedure are stable according to the bitangent con-

TABLE VI. Data for sample No. 2 at 3.00 kbar.

P
(103 esu)

A()

(10 3 esu)

Standard
error

{103 e'su)

95%
confidence

interval
T To
(mK)

Standard
error

(mK)

95%
confidence

interval

0.50
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00

14
15
16
16
9
5

3

4.23
4.13
4.09
4.10
3.90
3;74
3.53

0.085
0.071
0.054
0.054
0.085
0.039
0.106

0.19
0.15
0.12
0.12
0.20
0.12
1.35

+10.6
2.4

—15.8
-30.0
-82 4

—169
-309

5.8

3.8
4.0
5.2
2.4
8.0

12.6
10.4
8.1

8.6
12.3
7.0

101.0

Ao = 4.04 5 = 0.18 0.20
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8 (

(a)

8
(b)

To =Q//K
E/dt= 234 Wcm hr
=g, g kbcrr

l I I

800400
E, V/(:m

l200

7 -7o =0/2K
dEld/= 223 I/lcm hr

30kb

LY

400 80,0
E,V/crn

1200

FIG. 6. Polarization vs electric field at constant
temperature, at an electric field sweep rate of -230
V crn" h . At 0.5 kbar (a) the maximum dielectric con-
stant occurs at 300 Vcm ~, while at 3 kbar (b) the
dielectric constant is a maximum at E =0. Spikeg in
3-kbar trace are due to pressure pumps. Here I = E
—.Ap{T —To)P =BP + CP .

struction criterion. " Because A and 8 depend on
temperature T and pressure p, three lines con-
sisting of central and wing critical points can be
constructed in p-T-E space, and these lines meet
at the tricritical point, which is characterized by

E, =P, =A, =a, =0.
A .Taylor expansion of the free energy about a

critical point using Eqs. (9) yields

F =P., + [(A -A„)P„+E,„](P-P„)
+ ,'(A -A„)(P-P-„)'
+ ~ (B +10CP„)(P—P„)
+ CP„(P- P„)'+~C(P P„)'-

E —E„=—2B(P—P„)'+ (-15BC/2)'~'(P —P„)'
+ C(P P„)'- (12)

as obtained by substituting P„=+(-3B/10C)' ' into
E = sF/S(P P„),usin-g Eq. (10) for E. Again,
~=3 is obtained, but the lack of symmetry near
the wing critical points is reflected by the (P —P„)'
term whose sign depends on whether E is above
or below E„.At the tricritical point we haveB =0,
so E=CP' and &=5. If crossover from ~=3 to
5= 5 is defined to occur where the C(P-P„)'term
is as large as the other terms(s), then crossover
occurs for (P —P„)~B' ' or, equivalently, for

We now examine predictions for the exponents y
and ~ based on this expansion.

The exponent y is defined by

X =(s'E/sP') '=(A+3BP'+5CP') '~e ", (11)

where e = (T —T„)/T„.For the central critical
line, g~ is evaluated for E =P =0, A &0. Since
A=AO(T —To) in lowest order, and To= T„for this
critical line, the exponent y=1 is obtained. To
arrive at an analogous definition of y for the wing
critical lines, g~ must be evaluated for I'=I'„,
A &A, and again y=1 is obtained. [Note that the
requirement P= P„used in evaluating E = BE/
s(P - P,„)from Eq. (9) yields E =E„+(A —A„)P„,
so that E and T must be varied simultaneously in
finding the temperature dependence of the suscept-
ibility as needed to evaluate y. j At the tricritical
point the relation y= 1 is still obtained, so that a
distinction between critical and tricritical regions
cannot be made on the basis of y.

The exponent 5 is defined by E = SE/BP ~ P' . For
the central critical line, E is evaluated for T =T
(A =A„=0), so that E =BP'+ CP', yielding 5 = 3.
A corresponding definition of ~ for the wing criti-
cal lines requires that E be evaluated for A =A„,
yielding

TABLE VII. Data for sample No. 3 at 0.001 kbar.

I'
(103. esu)

Ao

(10 3 esu)
Standard error

(10 3 esu)
T(E = 0) — To

(mK)

Standard error

(mK)

0.50
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7,00

39
41
39
34
25
22
28
10

3,91
3.91
3.87
3.92
3.92
4.10
4.10
3.70

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.10
0.16
0.16
0.43

1.6
3,6

10.5
26.4
32.5
34.1

10.0
-38.0

0.9
0.8
0.8,
0.9
1.0
1.2
0.9

- 2.9

A() = 3.93 b, = 0.13
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TABLE VIII. Data for sample No. 3 at 2,00 kbar. The data have been adjusted to compensate for an

apparent risc in To of 4.7 mK/day during this 20-day run.

Ao
(10 ' esu)

Standard error
(10 ' esu)

T(E = 0) —To

(mK)

0.50
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00

24
23
23
22
20

9
5

3.97
4.05
3.98
4 04
4.02
3.63
3.62
-2,57

0.08
0.07
0.08
0.07
0, 10
0.08
0.20
0.88

—1.5
4.5
2.6
2.8

—12,2
—57.6

-122.0
-290.1

3.7
3.3
3.7
3.2
44
3.3
7.9

72. 1

Ao = 3.90 6 = 0.19 (omitting 7000 esu value)

(E-E ) ~B'~', evaluated on the A =A„surface on

which & is defined. Because 8 ~(P-P, ) in lowest
order, these crossover exponents occur also in the
relations

both above and below the tricritical pressure p, .
We now present comparisons of these predictions

for y and ~ with our experimental results. We ap-
proximated yr = (BP/BE)~~ r, which appears in

the definition of Z, by P/E for the lowest P (500
esu) isopol for the 3-kbar data, because for this
pressure the isopol extends all the way to E =0,

TABLE IX. Data for sample No. 3 at 2.40 kbar.

I'
(103 esu)

Decreasing temperature

Ao

(10 3 esu)

Standard error
(10 3 esu)

T(E = 0) —To

(mK)
Standard error

(mK)

0,50
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

9
8

10
10
6
5

3.84
3.92
4.00
3.94
4.15
3.94

0.06
0.04
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.14

Ao = 3.97 6=0.10

-9,9
—2.5
-0.7
-8.6

—18.7
—60.2

1.4
1.1

1.3
1.3
1.1

1.8

Increasing temperature

0.50 6
1.00 6
2.00 6
3.00 6

400 4
5.00 2

Decreasing temperature

3.87
3.81
3.87
3.85
3.70
3.44

0.09
0.19
0.06
0.19
0.07

Ao = 3.76 6 = 0.17

0.0
-0.7
—0.2
-4.0

—29.3
-77.3

1.5
3.1

1.2
2. 1

1.1

0.50
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00

16
17
18
21
20
16
8

3.51
3.41
3.52
3.36
3.36
3.01
2.78

0.29
0.26
0.24
0.20
0.16
0.16
0.25

Ao = 3.28 6 = 0,28

—1.1
-3.8
+2.5

—13.0
-28.1

—79.0
—155.6

4.3
4.1

3.6
3.2
2.7
2.9
4.3

Ao = 3.85 + 0.09 (rveighted average of the averages for the 3 runs)
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TABLE X. Landau coefficients for three KH~PO4 crystals at various hydrostatic pressures. The Ao values

listed below are averages weighted by the inverse squares of the standard errors for individual isopols given

in Tables IV —IX, and accordingly differ somewhat from the unweighted Ap averages listed in those Tables.

I'

(kbar) Sample No.
Ap

(10 3 esu)

8
(]0 '' esu)

C
(10 '9 esu)

0.001
0.0016
0.001
1.00
2.00
2.40
2.40
2.40
2.40
3.00

1

2
3
2
3

3 (run 1)
3 (run 2)
3 (run 3)
3 (wtd, av.)

2

4.3 + 0.2
3.93 + 0.07
3.91 + 0.03
3.64 + 0.08
3.90 + 0.19
3.98 + 0.03
3.80 + 0.05
3.30+ 0.08
3.89 + 0.03
4.04.+ 0.10

-2.35 + 0.40
—1.48 + 0.05
—1.26 + O.OS

-0.89 + 0.05
-0.64 + 0.06
-0.02 + 0.08
-0.31 + 0.36
+0.03 + 0.24
-0.03 + 0.07
+0.90 + 0.05

5.9 + 1.5
3.1 + '0.2

3.18 + 0.13
3.6 +0.2
5.88 + 0.14
4.2 +0.3
89 + 1.7
4.4 +0.6
4.4 + 0.3
6.1 + 0.2

T = T,. All of the points on this isopol, as shown
in Fig. 5, were-used to determine y in the relation
Xr~ [(T—T,)/T, ] '. With T, set at the value ob-
ta, ined from a best fit to all of the isopols, the va, l-
ue y=1.03 +0.04 resulted. With T, and y both al-
lowed to vary to give the best fit to the 500-esu
isopol, the value y=1.01+0.02 was obtained. Ac-
cordingly, the value of y obtained from that data
most suited for its determination sgows no
significant deviation from the mean-field value
of 1.

To determine &, we analyzed E (P, T = T„)for
the data from samples 2 and 3. Because the ex-
perimental points show no systematj. c deviation

from straight lines, we determined E from the
equation of state:

E=A (T —T )P+BP'+CP', (14)

in which Ap and T Tp are best fit values for the
slope and intercept of each individual isopol as
given in Tables IV-IX. The uncertainties for these
E values'were calculated from the uncertainties
for A.p and T —Tp given in those tables.

The results of this analysis for p =3 kbar are
shown in Fig. 8. The reli.able da, ta points all fall
in the crossover region. Similar plots (not shown)
for the 0 and 1 kbar results consist of points which

IO I I I I

0

XI/
/

/ /
2//

//
+BP//

EOI
Q

O.I—

BP +OP //
/'/

$ / /

f /
/

/
-cp'

/

O.GI

P, IO esu

I I i

4 567

0

FIG. 7. Plot of Landau 8 coefficient vs pressure p
.for KH&PO4 sample 1 (circle), sample 2 (squares), and
sample 3 (triangles).

FIG. 8. Comparison of experimental points for de-
termining critical exponent i5 for KH2PO4 at 3 kbar, with
theoretical expression (solid line) arid its component
terms (dashed lines) obtained from best fit to Landau
theory.
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lO I I I I

FIG. 9. Comparison of
experimental poi.nts for
determining critical expo-
nent 0 for KH2PO& at 2.4
kbar, with theoretical ex-
pression CP5 using C from
Table X. Points represent
fields for which T = To for
isopols in third run„Table
IX.

o.oi I I I
'I

4 567
F', lO esu

also fall in the crossover region and show similar-
ly good agreement with the field calculated from
Eq. (12). In those plots, data points for the two
branches corresponding to the "+"and "-"signs
in Eq. (12) a,re clea.rly separated. Accordingly,
these results for the critical exponent ~ show the
asymmetry of the wing critical points and the
crossover from critical to tricritical behavior.

At 2 kbar we obtained" an effective va]ue of 5.6
for ~, slightly larger than 5 as expected for the
effective value for a first-order transition near
the tricritical point. At 2.4 kbar we obtained for
6 the three values 5.7+0.5, 5.0+0.8, and 4.5y0.4
which correspond respectively to the first, second,
and third run results shown in Table IX. The data
points for ~ obtained from the third run are shown
in Fig. 9. The weighted average for the three runs
is 4.9, with a standard deviation of 0.3 which seems
optimistic because it does not overlap two of the
three individual run values. The agreement of
these values with the Landau-theory tricritical
value of ~= 5 is an additional indication that the tri-
critical point is near 2.4 kbar. These are the first
measurements of the exponent ~ near the tricriti-
cal point for any material.

Additional evidence for a tricritical point in KDP
is provided by neutron diffraction measurements

made by a group at Grenoble" of the temperature
dependence of the change 4c of the unit cell length
c at two pressures. Because 4c is proportional to
the square of the spontaneous polarization P„they
were able to determine the exponent P defined by
P, ~ (T„-T)~. They found that p is near the Lan-
dau-theory tricritical value of —, at 2 kbar, and
near the Landau-theory critical value of 2 at 3.5
kbar.

VII. SUMMARY

We have measured the net polarization charge
of two KH, PO4 crystals as a function of applied
electric field in a 0.5-K neighborhood of the ferro-
electric transition at hydrostatic pressures of 0,
1, 2, 2.4, and 3 kbar. In each case the paraelec-
tric region is well described by the equation of
state which follows from the Landau phenomenolog-
ical expression for the free energy. The transition
is first order at 0 and 1 kba, r, with critical fields
of 183+60 V/cm at 0 kbar and 43+13 V/cm at 1
kbar, and is second order at 3 kbar.

The pressure dependence of the coefficient B in
the Landau equation of state E =A, (T —T,)P+BP'
+ CP' indicates a tricritical point (TCP) at 2.3 +0.3
kbar. Tricritical values predicted by Landau the-
ory were observed by us for the exponents y and
& and by Vettier, Bastie, and co-workers' for
the exponent P. This TCP exists in the space of
temperature, pressure, and electric field, hence
the "wing" structure of the TCP is experimentally
accessible.
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